Jeffrey Borden (99 IEP/CMP)...
Leading the Way: Profiles of Female Leaders with Ties to the IEP

Sarah Rajae

For Sarah Rajae, who is a veteran and a graduate of the College of Business Administration in Brooklyn, NY, the IEP was a "win-win." "I was employed as a Principal Member of Engineering (P.M.E.) student..."

Ana Franco

Ana Franco, an SIEP/CVE alum originally from Colombia, believes that her internship with Daimler has been a "big turning point in my life." "I have a better understanding of the relationship between science and management..."

Meghan Peterson

After completing her GIEP/CHE at the University of Michigan in 2006, Meghan Peterson quickly learned that having the IEP on her resume gave her an edge over other freshman engineers when applying for grad school and employment. She now possesses a Ph.D. in Chemistry from Princeton University and is employed as a Principal Member of Engineering (P.M.E.) at the University of Michigan. Meghan is currently the project leader of a multi-million dollar project and is employed as a Principal Member of Engineering (P.M.E.) at the University of Michigan. In her role, she works directly with customers across a variety of government agencies and departments to understand and implement technological solutions to protect national security needs.

Sarah Koening

Sarah Koening, an SIEP/CVE alum who took a slightly different path than some of her IEP peers, has been working with Technical Project Management Group, helping to fine-tune technology.

Maria Briones

Maria Briones is working for the Nevada National Security Site (NNSS) in Las Vegas, Nevada, and is a SIEP/CVE alum. "I believe it is important to have a mentor who has been through the program and has a first-hand understanding of work in the Petroleum industry..."
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